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– It matters

• How you get there
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• Discussion
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Strong-Campbell Interest 
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Roles of a 
Patent Attorney

a. advise clients about the value 
of (prospective) patent –
domestically, internationally

b. help clients structure portfolios 
– patents/ trade secret trade   
– hinges on stage of business

c. counsel clients with respect to 
in- and out-licensing of IP

d. counsel clients with respect to 
patentability of inventive 
concepts

e. prepare and prosecute patent 
applications



More Roles of a 
Patent Attorney

f. challenge/defend patents
g. evaluate portfolios – due 

diligence
h. patent enforcement
i. testify as patent expert
j. flag significant legal 

developments
k. professional involvement 

and advocacy
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Variety
• Client types

– Individual inventor (docs are 
over-represented)

– (typically academic) spin-
offs and other early-stage 
new ventures

– Contract innovators
– Research institutions
– Small/mid-size businesses
– Divisions of large 

corporations, some 
multinational



Variety

• By legal issue presented
• By subject matter



Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar

• 1929-39 - stellar structure including 
the theory of white dwarfs

• 1939-43 – stellar dynamics
• 1943-50 –radiative transfer; quantum 

theory of H-

• 1951-61 hydrodynamic and 
hydromagnetic stability

• 1960s - equilibrium stability of 
ellipsoidal figures of equilibrium; 
general relativity

• 1971 - 1983 – black
holes

• late 80s - colliding 
gravitational waves

Nobel Prize: 1983



Thinking Inside the Boxes: A Taxonomy 
of Sunstein Representative Technologies

• Each broad field of human enterprise
across the top is served by technologies 
represented by the bands along the left. 
Mouse over the blank boxes to see 
specific areas where we have 
experience.
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- Flux
• Coupling to economy

– enabling ventures, industries
• The three branches of 

government and a 
pendulum of 
strengthening/weakening 
IP protection
– 80s/90s; 00s

• Conceptualization
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Prometheus Claim 1
1. A method of optimizing therapeutic efficacy for 

treatment of an immune-mediated 
gastrointestinal disorder, comprising:

(a) administering a drug providing 6-thioguanine 
to a subject having said immunemediated 
gastrointestinal disorder; and

(b) determining the level of 6-thioguanine in 
said subject having said immune-mediated 
gastrointestinal disorder, 

wherein the level of 6-thioguanine less than about 
230 pmol per 8x 108 red blood cells indicates a 
need to increase the amount of said drug 
subsequently administered to said subject, and 

wherein the level of 6-thioguanine greater than 
about 400 pmol per 8x 108 red blood cells 
indicates a need to decrease the amount of said 
drug subsequently administered to said subject. 



Mayo Collaborative Services v. 
Prometheus Labs – Supreme Court 

decision, March 20, 2012
(Unanimous opinion, written by Justice 

Breyer)

“Phenomena of nature, though just 
discovered, mental processes, and 
abstract intellectual concepts are not 
patentable, as they are the basic tools 
of scientific and technological work.” 
… And monopolization of those tools 
through the grant of a patent might 
tend to impede innovation more than it 
would tend to promote it.

On the one hand …



On the other hand …
• The Court has recognized, 

however, that too broad an 
interpretation of this 
exclusionary principle could 
eviscerate patent law. For 
all inventions at some level 
embody, use, reflect, rest 
upon, or apply laws of 
nature, natural 
phenomena, or abstract 
ideas. 



‘A third hand …

Still, as the Court has also 
made clear, to transform an 
unpatentable law of nature 
into a patent-eligible 
application of such a law, 
one must do more than 
simply state the law of 
nature while adding the 
words “apply it.” 



Some Open 
Questions

• What should be 
patentable? 
– Abstract?
– Aristotle’s types of 

knowledge:
• Episteme – scientific 

knowledge
• Techne – skill & craft 

knowledge
• Phronesis – practical wisdom –
statecraft, etc.

• What is obvious?
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‘A concept           
– high hopes . . . 



… science …



never-published data



…crushed
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Phys. Rev./ Patent
Acceptance Criteria

• Phys Rev and PRL 
“publish new 
physics.” 

• Findings must not be 
a marginal extension 
of previously 
published work

• Substance:
– Validity
– Importance
– Broad Interest

NOVELTY

NON-
OBVIOUS-
NESS

UTILITY



Conclusion

• I hope to have conveyed a 
“taste” of the practice of 
patent law

Sam Petuchowski
spetuchowski@sunsteinlaw.com


